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INTRODUCTION
[3]

•
•
•
•

The spread of COVID-19 has affected the entire world
As of 4/24/2022, 509,421,422 total cases and 6,217,632 total deaths [3]
9.6 million US workers lost their jobs [1]
Lockdowns helped slow the spread, but introduced many consequences

Use an agent-based model to determine
better methods
Find whether movement patterns, health
status, vaccination status, and maskwearing status can slow the rate of
infection

[2]
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AGENT-BASED MODELING
● “Agent-based modeling is a relatively new approach to modeling complex
systems composed of interacting autonomous agents” [4]
● Model viruses, movements, behaviors of entities (entities = agents = “turtles”)
● ABM is different from mathematical modeling
Mathematical
Modeling [5]

Agent-Based
Modeling [6,7]
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THE ODD OF THE MODEL
ODD = Overview, Design Concepts, Details
Overview

●
●
●
●
●

The model is intended to analyze patterns
Agents have three variables: health-status, vaccination-status?, mask-wearer?
The variable movement-degrees influences the way agents move
Agents move from patch to patch
SETUP:
○
○
○
○

100 agents receive random initial coordinates
One agent is randomly infected (red)
99 agents are initially uninfected (blue)
Agents move and infect each other until 71 agents are infected
Environment
4

THE ODD OF THE MODEL
Design Concepts
● The agents move freely and are not influenced by infection status
● A red agent forms a link with another red agent if both are on the same patch
● An emergent result is the expected cluster of infected turtles once all the
agents have stopped moving
● The main result for analysis is the number of ticks after movement finishes

Details
● No input data is used for the model
● BehaviorSpace gathers data from multiple model runs for analysis
5

MODEL METHODS
The NetLogo interface of the model when the setup button is pressed:

movement-degrees
health-status-mean
vaccination-prob
mask-prob
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MODEL RESULTS
Standard values for the slider variables.
●
●
●
●

Number of ticks: 11,901
Plot is relatively linear
Number of links: 89
Large cluster

Occasionally traveling
to outside communities
causes a steady
infection rate.
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MODEL RESULTS
Output with movement-degrees set to 30: Agents move farther from their starting
patch and more directly than randomly.
●
●
●
●

Number of ticks: 4,843
Plot has steeper slope
Number of links: 76
No cluster

Frequent and far traveling
from home increases the
infection rate.
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MODEL RESULTS
Output with movement-degrees set to 360: Agents tend to remain near their
starting patch, moving locally yet randomly.
●
●
●
●

Number of ticks: 24,752
Plot has flatter slope
Number of links: 119
Three small clusters

Staying close to home or
within a community
slows the infection rate.
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MODEL RESULTS
Output with movement-degrees at 180 (back to standard value): However, there
is now a higher percentage of agents who are either healthy, vaccinated, or
mask-wearers.
● Number of ticks: 22,027
● Plot is flat then steep
● Number of links: 76
● No cluster

Being healthy, vaccinated, or a
mask-wearer initially helps
prevent infection, but broad
movement allows the infection
rate to increase.
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BEHAVIORSPACE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
●
●
●
●

Can use BehaviorSpace to run a sensitivity analysis for movement-degrees
Vary movement-degrees from 10 to 360 in increments of 10
Measure the number of ticks using 10 repetitions for 360 total runs
Regression analysis: 70.53% of the variation ➔ movement-degrees

Limited movement ➔ slower infection rate
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CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
The most effective way to battle
a virus outbreak is to limit
movement

Prevent broad movement and
allow local movement for an
effective balance

Possible infections are less
likely to be transmitted between
communities

Encourage healthy living habits,
getting vaccinated, and wearing
a mask

The more people who apply
these methods, the slower the
infection rate

Communities should adhere to
the techniques gained from the
model

● Can analyze how different viruses spread to model them more effectively
● Create realistic models for a better understanding of agent interactions
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